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The Masters Program for Teachers at Marist College
was the first of three seminars I designed to encourage
research as well as promote quality education. This
was one of six lessons I led with.
What motivates students?
Discussion follows. But teacher remains silent.
Groups of students selected and packets of three
identically colored pick up sticks distributed. The "test"
here is a standing broadjump. Each group is the go
outside, draw a line in the dirt, and with two feet on the
line, students is to jump as far as they can. Their
colored stick marks the spot of their landing.
Then the exercise is repeated with the farthest jump as
the focus to see if anyone can jump over it. Again the
sticks are marked with the jumpers stick.
Finally the last jump asked the participants to aim to
jump farther than their own previous best jump.
The class reenters for discussion. Again the teacher
stays out of it.
Teacher led discussion around this issue. Reading
from college brochures emphasizing the quality of their
students. Do we do something similar in High School?
What is a Dean's list? Have you ever been on one? Is
this the best way to motivate students? Are there
others?
Are grades supposed to motivate students. Are they
successful? Would we improve our students if we paid
them proportionally based on their accomplishments?
Or their progress?
Should we pay teachers similarly?
Should we evaluate schools similarly?

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_
Theme: What successfully motivates students?
Surreptitious lesson(unstated): Focussing on being among the best may not be best for many
Materials: Colored pick up sticks enough for each participants to have 3 of their individual color
Follow up:

Reflect on what you came away with and what the implications were for student testing and
individual motivation. Record your response in the Journal. Be prepared to present to class.

